ESSENTIALLY BETTER

Classiko

The robust care bed for safety and comfort

Classiko

safety requirements in psychiatric care particularly well. With a high safe

adjustment range from 40 to 80 cm, the Classiko makes getting

and an individual design – the Classiko unites many strengths

in and out of bed easy while ensuring a back-friendly working

to give good value for money. This robust care bed has the

position for care staff.

advantage of durability and a range of adjustment options that
The motorised model of the bed can be operated effortlessly
with a selectively lockable handset.
The four-section mattress base adapts to suit many different
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ments via the pedal with the help of a hydraulic pump can be made just

• e lectrically adjustable: 175 kg

as easily as the force-assisted adjustments of the back and thigh rests. The
measurements. The Classiko offers visual appeal with a large selection of
different head and footboards and wood decors to suit every taste.
External
dimensions/height adjustment range:
Classiko
208 – 212 cm
200 cm

needs. For example, by raising the back and thigh rests and

An electrically adjustable bed is not necessary or desirable in

tilting the bed into the optional reverse-Trendelenburg

all care situations, however. For this reason, Stiegelmeyer also

position, the resident is moved into a comfortable sitting

offers a mechanical version of the Classiko. By dispensing with

position for eating or watching television. With a height

cables and manually removable elements, this model meets the

• m
 echanically adjustable: 225 kg

operator makes savings in energy costs and expenses for leakage current

ca. 101101
cmcm
approx.
90 cm

– 128,5
approx.
cm cm
128,5
ca. 80 –80

Comfort and safety for the resident, alleviation for care staff

Care staff will find the mechanical Classiko easy to operate. Height adjust-

High safe
working load

ca. 50 – 58
– 58 cm
50 cm
approx.
ca. 27 - 67
- 67 cm
27cm
approx.
ca. 41 - 81
- 81 cm
41cm
approx.

The robust and comfortable care bed

make everyday life more agreeable.

ESSENTIALLY BETTER

working load of 225 kg, it is also suitable for heavy residents.

Manoeuvrability

Large height
adjustment
range

Bed extension

40 to
80 cm
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The Classiko bed is fitted with a full-length safety
side as standard.

The 4-section wire mesh mattress base is both
sturdy and flexible.

The Classiko care bed is optionally available with
combinable split safety sides.

The bed extension provides extra comfort for tall
residents.

Bed adjustments on the mechanical model use a
pedal and are hydraulically assisted.

Selectively lockable handset for easier operation.

Without safety sides the Classiko
is ideal for independent residents.

Optimum protection for the resident
Safety sides and practical equipment options
The safety sides on the Classiko can be adjusted to meet the

The four-section steel wire mesh mattress base is robust and

individual protection needs of the resident. The standard

flexible. In the motorised model, the auto-contour setting

version of the bed is equipped with full-length safety sides

and the sliding backrest help protect the resident from shear

on both sides of the mattress base for optimum safety.

forces.

If the resident’s mobility needs to be supported, then the

For taller residents, we recommend bed extensions to 210

combinable split safety sides are a good choice. When raised

or 220 cm. Matching mattress extension pieces and extended

at the head end only, this leaves enough room for getting in

safety side bars are also available.

and out of bed. The split safety side can also be combined with
a full-length safety side on the other side of the bed.

The Classiko is easy to move and manoeuvre. Thanks to its
centrally locking castors, care staff can lock or unlock all four

Independent residents with good mobility will not need safety

castors at once by pressing just one brake pedal. The motorised

sides at all – in this case, the Classiko can be fitted with a

model is operated using a handset, which shows all of the

fixed side panel, which gives the bed a particularly homelike

options as easily understandable pictograms. Individual

appearance.

functions can be blocked for the resident’s safety, if required.

With its equipment and accessory options, the Classiko
becomes a comfortable bed adapted to your requirements.
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Decors
The Classiko can be adapted to suit any room with

striking dark Bella Noce Choco. Our customer ser-

a variety of attractive decors to choose from. The

vice would be happy to show you the Stiegelmeyer

selection ranges from the light Lindberg Oak to the

colours from our latest Wodego collection.
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Technical data / Features
Dimensions and weights

Mechanical

Electric

External dimensions (depending on the wooden surround)

approx. 208 x 101 cm

approx. 208 x 101 cm

Mattress base (mattress dimensions)

200 x 90 cm

200 x 90 cm

Backrest length compensation

approx. 10 cm

approx. 10 cm

Safe working load, electric

–

175 kg

Safe working load, mechanical

225 kg

–

Ground clearance

approx. 15 cm

approx. 15 cm

Total weight

approx. 130 kg

approx. 130 kg

Standard features
4-section mattress base

✓

✓

Wire mesh mattress base

✓

✓

Ball-bearing castors Ø 125 mm

✓

✓

Permanently unlockable castors

✓

✓

4 central locking castors

✓

✓

Height adjustment range 40 to 80 cm

✓

✓

Backrest adjustment to 70°

✓

–

Flat, raised leg position to 11°

✓

✓

Auto contour setting

–

✓

DBfK backrest length compensation

–

✓

Handset with selective locking function

–

✓

Two-bar full-length safety sides

✓

✓

A wide range of wooden surrounds in various decor combinations

✓

✓

Argentum metal finish

✓

✓

Custodians of values
Shapers of the future

Custodians of values
Our company was founded in Herford in 1900 and is still a
family-run enterprise today. Respect and a sense of

Accessory equipment
Tiltable to reverse-Trendelenburg position

O

O

responsibility towards our customers, employees and partners

Three-bar full-length safety sides

O

O

form the basis for our day-to-day work. Based on these values

Integral castors Ø 125 mm

O

O

and our many years of experience, we offer our customers all

Double castors Ø 150 mm

O

O

over the world high-quality products, solutions and services

Tiltable to Trendelenburg and/or reverse-Trendelenburg position

O

O

to meet the needs of the care and healthcare sectors.

Bed extension 210 or 220 cm

O

O

Pillow shelf

O

O

Shapers of the future

Wall deflection rollers, horizontal

O

O

In order to cope with rapid changes in the care and healthcare

Wall deflection rollers, vertical, at head end

O

O

sectors, we develop all our products ourselves. Creating

Fixed side panel, instead of integrated safety sides

O

O

innovations and visions of what care will be like in future are

Sleeve for attaching universal holder

O

O

the goals we pursue. We maintain regular contact with

Combinable safety sides, split on one or both sides

O

O

our customers in order to support them in their daily tasks.
Implementing tomorrow’s trends today is a successful

✓ = Standard feature
O = Available as an option
– = Not available

tradition of ours.

Hospital

The mechanical model of the Classiko is perfectly suited to the high safety requirements in
psychiatric care. Since it has no cables and its components are protected against removal,
it prevents injuries to residents and damage to the bed. At the same time, the comfort and
homelike appearance of the Classiko enhance the feeling of well-being.

• Founded in 1900 and still family managed
• Over 1,200 employees worldwide

Our expertise

Safety and comfort for
psychiatric care

The Stiegelmeyer-Group is your international
partner for hospitals and care facilities and,
with the Burmeier brand, also for caring in the
home. We support our customers with practiceoriented products, solutions and services that
we are constantly developing further.

• All core products manufactured in proprietary factories
• Product development and production in Germany
• Service, training and process optimisation at
customer’s premises

For more information on
use in
psychiatric care, go to
www.stiegelmeyer.com

Nursing home

• International certification and export to more than

Homecare

• Distribution companies located in Belgium, Finland,

Lifestyle beds
Furniture systems

60 countries
France, Netherlands, Poland and South Africa

Our brands

Service
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Technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Leichte Farbabweichungen der Originale sind drucktechnisch bedingt. Stand 07/2019. Version 03. Artikel-Nr. 600497.
Subject to technical changes without notice. The shown product colours may differ slightly from the actual product. Last updated 07/2019. Version 03. Item no. 600497.

Hauptsitz / Headquarters
Deutschland / Germany
Stiegelmeyer GmbH & Co. KG
Ackerstraße 42
32051 Herford
Phone +49 (0) 5221 185 - 0
Fax
+49 (0) 5221 185 - 252
info@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.com

France
Stiegelmeyer SAS
8 Allée des Chevreuils
69380 Lissieu
Phone +33 (0) 4 7238 - 5336
Fax
+33 (0) 4 7238 - 5481
contact@stiegelmeyer.fr
www.stiegelmeyer.fr

Nederland / Netherlands
Stiegelmeyer BV
Peppelenbos 7
6662 WB Elst
Phone +31 (0) 345 581 - 881
info@stiegelmeyer.nl
www.stiegelmeyer.nl

Südafrika / South Africa
Stiegelmeyer Africa (PTY) Ltd
The Estuaries · Century City
Cape Town, 7441
Phone +27 (0) 21 555 - 1415
Fax
+27 (0) 21 555 - 0639
info.southafrica@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.co.za

Suomi / Finland
Stiegelmeyer Oy
Ahjokatu 4 A
15800 Lahti
Phone +358 (0) 3 7536 - 320
Fax
+358 (0) 3 7536 - 330
stiegelmeyer@stiegelmeyer.fi
www.stiegelmeyer.fi

Finden Sie Ihren Ansprechpartner auf unserer Website:
Find your local partner on our website:
www.stiegelmeyer.com/partner

Polska / Poland
Stiegelmeyer Sp. z o.o.
86-212 Stolno
Grubno 63
Phone +48 56 6771 - 400
Fax
+48 56 6771 - 410
info.stolno@stiegelmeyer.pl
www.stiegelmeyer.pl

stiegelmeyer.com

